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Practice Areas

At Geiger Law we don't just explain the law to you; we explain how the law affects you. We are equipped with the most up to date state of the art research, analysis, and technology available in the world of estate planning. By actively listening to you, we can create and administer a custom trust-based plan that reflects your unique situation.




Estate Planning

Estate Planning is not just for the wealthy. Just about everyone needs estate planning in some form or another. Nevertheless, so many people express wishes verbally to their families, b...

Learn More 





Asset Protection

There are many ways to “asset protect” the property that you own. No one option fits every situation. Some common methods for asset protection include Limited Partnerships, ...

Learn More 





Trust Administration

When a loved one dies and they have a trust, the process of trust administration will need to be undertaken. Many lawyers make trust administration appear simple at the time their clien...

Learn More 





Retirement Plan Trusts

Estate Planning for your retirement accounts is different than for the other types of assets that you own.

Learn More 





Elder Law

Medi-Cal is California’s Medicaid health care program. It is different from Medicare because Medicare is an entitlement program for those that have paid into the system by working...

Learn More 





Business Succession Planning

Just what is business succession planning? Business succession planning is the process of preparing to transfer control of a business to another person or business entity. The main obje...

Learn More 





Business Formation

Our Business Formation practice consists of advising and representing clients in the areas of business formation and corporate counsel. We serve as corporate counsel and business advise...

Learn More 
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Southern California Estate Planning Attorneys to Protect Your Goals for the Future



It's simply not possible to predict the future.
Nevertheless, there are ways to prepare for the future, in order to shelter yourself and your family from unexpected events. Likewise, you can also adjust those plans when life events compel you to adjust your priorities.

You have worked hard through the years to make the best possible life for yourself, your family, and your business. A key element of your success has always been keeping one eye on the future. Now the time has come to look toward the distant horizon and ask yourself some big questions:

 

	How can you best ensure a comfortable standard of living in your final years, whatever may happen?
	What can be done to pass on your assets to the next generation and assure they will be used responsibly?
	How can you make an enduring gift to support the causes and charities that have been so important to you?
	What steps will best assure the survival and future success of your business or professional organization?
	How can I make sure my family is not left with a huge tax bill after I’m gone?
	What will happen to me if a sudden illness or injury leaves me unable to take care of myself?
	Can I secure my assets for my heirs even in the face of challenges such as divorce, bankruptcy, or lawsuits?


These are questions that can keep you up at night. We’re here to help put your mind at ease.

Comprehensive Solutions for Your Estate and Business Planning Needs

The legal team at Geiger Law Office, P.C., in Carlsbad, California, has made a very deliberate choice to concentrate on the field of estate planning and related issues. We don’t deal with speeding tickets or auto collision cases (but we can recommend good lawyers in those areas if you need a referral). Instead, we work every day with people just like you who are worried about their own and their families’ futures. This means we can draw upon a deep pool of knowledge and experience when helping clients reach their individual goals. We have found combining a high level of personal attention and our specialized legal knowledge is the best way to please clients throughout our local community, from Carlsbad, Encinitas and Cardiff by the Sea to Solana Beach, Rancho Santa Fe, and La Jolla.

Our practice focuses most heavily on these aspects of the law:

	Estate Planning. Two types of people make critical mistakes about estate planning: those who say, “I’ll get to that later,” and those who say, “I’m not wealthy enough to think about my estate.” Don’t fall into that trap! You need to plan in advance, even if your wishes are as simple as leaving the family home to your child or giving a bequest to a favorite charity. Our approach to estate planning begins by identifying your individual objectives, evaluating your resources, and designing a custom solution that fits your needs and family situation.
	Asset Protection. An essential partner to estate planning is a detailed strategy to protect the value of your estate. The fact is that the probate process can drain your assets before they can pass on to your heirs, thanks to estate taxes, the executor’s and attorney’s management fees, and creditors’ claims. One way to maximize the value of what you leave behind is by creative use of trusts and business entities, which also have the added benefit of bypassing the probate process. Our firm has also taken a leadership role in acting to preserve retirement benefits so they can be passed on to a child or grandchild in a way that protects them from a divorcing spouse, lawsuit, creditors claim or bankruptcy.
	Trust Administration. A properly established trust is managed by a responsible individual, called a trustee. Often, the creator of the trust will serve as the initial trustee, with duties passing to a successor trustee after the creator’s death. Depending on the nature of the trust, a trustee’s job can be complicated, even burdensome—and there are severe legal penalties for failure to follow all the rules or to give a proper accounting of the funds. Our law office is pleased to help trustees struggling with their duties through the administration of a trust.
	Probate. Many people are terrified that the probate law process will seize their assets, hand over their money to alleged creditors, and tax their estate to ruin. In truth, those worries are overstated. As you have a solidly written will and a strategic vision for your property, the worst part of probate is probably the length of time the process can require and the extra fees to the court, attorneys and executor. Of course, all bets are off if you die intestate. Our team is up-to-date on probate statutory and precedent law in order to ease you or a loved one’s estate through the probate process with a minimum of fuss—or to avoid probate altogether with a revocable trust strategy.
	Elder Law. Infirmity or illness can come upon unexpectedly, creating chaos and erasing expectations for the future. You or your loved one may have robust medical insurance for immediate needs yet still be unprepared for an extended period of disability requiring a stay in a skilled nursing care facility. Many people don’t realize until a crisis is upon them that Medicare benefits do not pay for skilled nursing residential care, and Medicaid helps only the very poor. Don’t be overwhelmed by agonizing choices; let us help you plan to protect your assets with the right type of estate plan if you or a loved one’s health suddenly declines. We help you secure more options down the road through thoughtful planning.
	Business Succession Planning. Balancing your duty as a family member against your responsibility as a business owner can be tricky. Will your business pass on to your intended successor—a family member or not—without a hitch? Even if the company you own is not, strictly speaking, a family business, your estate potentially will pass a business interest to your heirs. We can advise you on ways to smooth the ownership transition—now and in the future—for the enterprise you have created and make sure there is enough liquidity to pay the estate tax and avoid a fire sale of your business.
	Business Formation. Sometimes the best way to prepare for the future is careful planning at the very beginning. California and federal laws allow half-a-dozen fundamentally different ways to set up a business. Your choices when founding a business can have important effects when it comes to closing, selling, or transferring the business to a new owner years later. At Geiger Law Office, P.C., we advise California entrepreneurs about selecting the right basic business structure—called the “business entity”—with an eye on tax, liability, and inheritance concerns. We also serve as legal counsel for many small- and mid-sized closely held companies which do not have in-house legal departments and help sever liability for commercial and rental real estate through the use of LLCs.











An Invitation to Rethink
Your Approach to Estate Planning Advice

At Geiger Law Office, P.C., we’re not content to draft a will and send a client on his or her way. That may be the kind of treatment you’re used to getting elsewhere, but we think there should be a difference in style between a law firm and a sandwich shop. We don’t just draft wills and trusts—we form relationships. Our clients think of us as they would their other financial advisers: as someone to consult when there is a major life change, as a mentor, and as a friend. This approach works; our client satisfaction is outstanding.

We don’t believe that the details of estate planning are secrets that need to be hidden, either. Managing attorney Brenda Geiger has written several books on estate planning, business law, and elder law. We share her accumulated wisdom by giving away these books through this website. California residents can order these books for FREE without any commitment. We believe that our neighbors will be better off the more they know about planning for their futures to protect themselves and their families.

When you are ready to commit to planning for your future, contact us. You can reach us by calling 760-448-2220 or by using the contact form on this page. Although we are based in Carlsbad, we happily serve the needs of clients across California, and those in our local communities, including Del Mar, La Costa, Encinitas, Cardiff by the Sea, La Jolla, Olivenhain, Solana Beach and Rancho Santa Fe. We hope to hear from you soon.

Read the 8 Reasons That Make Us Different







Client Reviews



William, Jessica and team were awesome. I'm in retail service and the retail industry could use some mentoring from them. They actively listened, made us feel like we were their only customer, we can not give them enough praise. Best service we've ever had. - Kevin K.



We used this office for living will estate planning, we were referred by current client/coworker. We as a couple had no prior experience with the process and felt intimidated. This office made the process simple with a guided step by step process, client online portal account, zoom options, quick replies. We just wrapped up our signing with Jessica and feel so relieved and prepared for adulting and the such. I would recommend, staff were overly awesome and office was welcoming and gorgeous.
Thank you all for helping us along the journey! - Ashley B.



If you need estate planning services, look no further!
My sincere gratitude for the exceptional service we received from Geiger Law in regards to setting up our Living Trust, Will, and Power of Attorney. From the moment we walked through their doors, we were impressed by the professionalism and expertise of their team.
William Lang, Jessica Kane, and the staff were not only knowledgeable but also incredibly patient and understanding. They took the time to explain every step of the process to us and answered all of our questions thoroughly, putting our mind at ease.
I was particularly impressed by William Lang and Jessica Kane with the attention to detail in drafting the trust documents and the clear explanations provided during the consultation. It's evident that your team goes above and beyond to ensure that your clients receive the highest level of service.
Thank you to Geiger Law's for your expertise and guidance! Outstanding service! We now have peace of mind knowing that our assets are protected and that our wishes will be carried out as intended. - Lina K.



I was assisting my aging parents with their estate planning which can be challenging in the best of times but I also live out of the area which presents an additional challenge. The Geiger Law Office team gave my family a 5 star experience! Everyone was knowledgeable, friendly, patient and professional. Special shout out to Melissa who went ABOVE AND BEYOND! I highly recommend William and the team at Geiger Law Office. - Carolyn P.



Highly reccomended! My family and I had a great experience with the team Geiger Law.
What started out as a seemingly simple process to complete Will & Trust quickly became an urgent concern as my family members health was declining swiftly. The team at Geiger Law showed great empathy for our situation and turned around the docs in record time, followed up with signings by their Notary hours later. Amazing performances by the many teammates involved, always friendly, such a great vibe. Thank you again for the stellar performance. - Tim S.




Read More Testimonials
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Secrets of Great Estate Planning, Fourth Edition

Estate planning attorney Brenda Geiger’s new book- Secrets of Great Estate Planning, Fourth Edition – is a “must have” for anyone planning to do estate or trust planning.

Read More +



Safeguarding The Nest – Fourth Edition

Carlsbad Estate Planning expert Brenda Geiger, J.D. presents an easy-to-read estate planning guide to help families with the legal aspects of protecting their loved ones

Read More +



Protecting You and Your Business: A Practical Guide for California Business Owners

Written specifically to answer many of the questions small- to medium-sized businesses have about making sure they keep their legal ducks in a row.

Read More +



The Smart Family's Guide to Protecting an Aging Parent from a Long Term Care Financial Crisis in California

Your guide to help you plan to protect yourself or a loved one so that you are not forced into the court process down the road or left wondering “how are we going to afford the pay for long term care”.

Read More +



Estate Planning Secrets of the Affluent

Taking a straightforward approach, Estate Planning Secrets of the Affluent offers an easy-to-read guide to the protective strategies that can be utilized in estate planning to save families from personal and financial tragedy down the road.

Read More +



Protecting Your Children's IRA Inheritance with a Retirement Protector Trust - Second Edition

If your retirement accounts are $300,000 or more in total, your heirs may be at risk of losing more than half of the balance to taxes. Protecting Your Children’s IRA Inheritance is designed to guide you through a unique and innovative legal solution to this problem.

Read More +










Watch Our Helpful Videos
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How Estate Planning Can Save Your Family from Probate Court, Creditors and even the IRS!
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Client Care Program 
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Estate Planning Process 
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The Step by Step Process to Doing Estate Planning
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Brenda Geiger Joins The Silver Hair Tsunami TV Show - Expert Guest Appearance
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Retirement Plan (Protector) Trusts 





















What You Need To Know




Blog
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Understanding the 2024 Federal Estate Tax Exemption Rules and What It Means for Your Estate Plan

	
Spring Cleaning For Your Estate Plan: Ensuring Your Plan Reflects Your Current Wishes

	
Planning for Your Aging Parent’s Future: Understanding the Role of Successor Trustee and Power of Attorney



View all







FAQs



	QWhat is Included in my “Taxable Estate” for Purposes of Calculating if my Estate will Owe Estate Taxes?
	QWhy do I need a trust and not just a will?
	QDo I need to update my trust when I open a new bank account or buy another piece of real estate?


View all







Library



	
Learn the Latest Estate Planning Tips and Traps to Make Sure Your Assets Pass to Your Heirs in the Most Protective and Efficient Way Not Only to Avoid Probate in California but Save on Unnecessary Taxes with Secrets of Great Estate Planning, Fourth Edition

	
Four Common Mistakes Families Make that Cause a Probate Even Though They Had a Trust

	
Learn What Four Documents You Need to Help Protect Your Young Adult Child Now That They are Over 18



View all
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Get Help Now


Please fill out the quick contact form below for a fast and free intake consultation. We will contact you within 24 hours!






First Name *




Last Name




Phone *




Email *




Tell Us More



Submit










Carlsbad Office

1917 Palomar Oaks Way, Suite 160

Carlsbad, CA 92008

Phone: 760-448-2220 Fax: 760-477-6091


Office Info


Get Directions





La Jolla Office

4445 Eastgate Mall

San Diego, CA 92121

Phone: 760-448-2220 By Appointment Only


Get Directions





Laguna Niguel

32451 Golden Lantern, Suite 307

Laguna Niguel, CA 92677

Phone: 949-769-2440


Office Info


Get Directions





Scripps Ranch Office

10620 Treena Street Suite 270

San Diego, CA 92131

Phone: 760-448-2220 By Appointment Only


Get Directions





Sorrento Valley Office

9920 Pacific Heights Blvd. Suite 150

San Diego, CA 92121

Phone: 760-448-2220 By Appointment Only


Get Directions
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